
Frequently Asked Questions (ATVs/UTVs)

General Questions

How can clutch components help my CVT equipped automatc  TVV
The factories produce ATV's calibrated for a very broad range of use. Sometmes  e fnd certain 
models to be very  ell calibrated, other tmes re-calibratng the CVT is the key to beter belt life, 
acceleraton or case specifc applicatons such as big tres, racing, etc.

What makes Dalton Pro diferentV
At Dalton Industries,  e design and manufacture our o n helixes, fy eights, etc. Helixes have 
stainless steel spline hub, fy eights are CNC machined from billet steel, heat treated and designed 
specifcally for each applicaton. Dalton Pro springs are manufactured to nUR specifcatons and 
come  ith a lifetme  arranty against breakage.

There is also no rule at Dalton that each clutch kit must contain "X" number of pieces. Some kits 
contain only a spring or t o, others are changing all components. We do not believe in selling more 
components than necessary.

How will a clutch kit afect speedV
Very litle. The major thing to remember  hen clutching ATV's is that changing clutch components 
changes the rate of shif on the CVT system during the "clutching phase". The clutching phase is 
 hen the belt travels from lo  rato to high rato  high rato is  hen the belt is to the top of its travel
on the front motor clutch). The goal is to control the shif RPM properly during this clutching phase. 
nn most ATV's this "clutching phase" is over in a distance of approximately 500 - 800f. This is very 
different from sno mobiles,  here much taller gearing makes the clutching shifout phase last up to
¼ mile.

nn some ATV models, tuners ofen mistake "shif out RPM" for "afer shif out RPM". 
Clutching changes the rate of shift. But  hen the belt reaches the top of the primary  motor clutch)
t. It is to the top. Clutching cannot add more gear rato.

Proper kit selecton is important on some models, as different calibratons can make the clutches 
stay "shifed out" in high rato at different distances and are case specifc for things like tre size, 
vehicle  eight/use, etc. In some instances, a properly calibrated system that makes gains for 
oversized tres may lose a fe  mph  hen tres are s itched back to stock  ithout recalibratng the 
clutch. Some of our clutch kits are very fexible and  ork  ell for both.  See "ATV clutch kits" for 
individual kit descriptons).

Is it OK to use "just springs" if your web page and kits say we should use a whole kitV
Not in our opinion, or  e  ould list it like the ones that  e recommend using springs only. There are
some tmes that testng tells us that a spring or springs only is all that is necessary. nur Polaris, 
Ka asaki, and Can Am pages  ill all sho  you examples of kits that only use springs. If the model 
you are interested in is not listed as "just springs" then it is not recommended to do so. This is not 
because  e  ant you to spend more money, it may simply be that there are adverse effects from 
doing so,like higher belt temperatures,slippage in certain belt ratos,too high rpm in mid cruise, etc. 
If  e do not list it as springs only it is probably beter that you leave it stock if you do not choose to 
buy the proper kit.

https://www.powersportsid.com/dalton/


Will installing a clutch kit void my factory warrantyV
Many of our sales are to nEM dealers  ho realize that sometmes proper re-calibraton of the 
clutches for certain applicatons is actually easier on clutches, belts, etc. Ho ever, you should 
ALWAYS consult your Dealer  ith respect to afermarket products and  arranty.

Can I install a clutch kit myselfV
We recommend that all of our clutch kits are installed by factory trained personnel and/or service 
technicians that have experience  ith CVT transmission systems. There are Dealer instructons 
included in the kit that contain critcal informaton of items like belt defecton, tolerances, etc. 
These professionals have the proper training and necessary tools to do the job properly and it is 
usually a quick and easy install for them to add at your next service interval.

Will a Dalton Pro clutch kit stll work if I have afermarket bolt on items (e. g. pipes/flterss etc)V
While most instances  ith sno mobiles and t o stroke applicatons require different clutching  2 
stroke pipes totally change engine po erband characteristcs), most four stroke ATV’s po erband is 
changed only a small amount from the additon of exhaust, oil flters, etc. Even  hen a nice hp gain 
 3 - 8hp) is achieved from simple bolt on’s, the RPM band is not changed very much and quite ofen 
the same clutch kit  ill pull up to the slightly higher acquired RPM on its o n from added hp.

What about internal engine modsV
Internal engine mods, like cylinder head portng, compression, big bores and especially camshafs of 
higher lif / long duraton, can defnitely change the engine characteristcs and sometmes the 
clutching could be changed even further to optmize performance. nur clutch kits are designed 
around stock - mildly modded ATV’s. Quite ofen  hen stepping into extensive engine mods, you 
may have to do your o n feld testng to optmize your clutching.

If  e have had experience or feedback on engine mods to a partcular model, it  ill be listed on 
"More about my model?"

More  bout my ModelV
Please thoroughly read the text for your model on "ATV clutch kits" frst as this is supplemental 
informaton. For your convenience,  e have listed here some of the most FAQ’s that are very 
MODEL SPECIFIC. 

Model-Specifc Questions
POL RIS RZR 800 models What are the diferences in the RZR side x side UTV's from model year to 
model yearV
With Polaris 800 RZR models they are similar,but they do have important differences.

 2008, 2009 models had different secondary clutches and sometmes different primaries  one
 ay bearings,etc ), the "S" model in 09 stll used the 08 secondary.

 2010 model has a different secondary calibraton again and required a different CVT tuning 
package.

 2011 models come  ith the ne er secondary like 2010, and different engine confguratons, 
different fuel and igniton tming, and ECU programming. In 2011 all 800 engines are Hn 
versions  ith higher rev limits on the regular non "S" version, and some other differences.



POL RIS RZR 800 models Will one clutch kit ft the other modelsV
Sometmes. The 08-09 models use one adjustable Dalton clutch kit part number DUV -P8RZ. This kit 
cannot be used on 2010, or 2011 models at all.

There are different adjustable kits for 2010 and 2011. The 2010 and 2011 kits could be used for each 
others applicaton by adding/ordering a spring, and using fy eight hard are and components in a 
different confguraton. The fy eight base set is the same in these t o kits, but a fe  different 
pieces and a different "set up manual"  ould be required. If you  ere to move your clutch kit from a
2010 to a 2011, you  ould need to be specifc and contact us.

K W S KI TERYX RUV When do you need the optonal lighter  yweights part number DPK -1UR V
Mostly  hen using an engine kit that uses high rpm camshafs , partcularly if the high rev cams are 
run in deep, dry sand conditons or hillshootng that needs to focus more on backshif than upshif 
on hardpack drag type situatons. With engine kits that have high rev cams the lighter base  eight 
allo s more fexibility.

K W S KI BRUTE FORCE 750 4x4 (2008 and up) How does the 2008 and newer version difer from 
previous 750 BF modelsV
The 2008 and ne er version has a totally ne  drive clutch,and the fy eights from previous versions
 ill not ft and are different "gram" comparisons,etc. The ne  clutch has  hat are referred to as 
" ide" fy eights. These have a much  ider bushing area.. There is more info specifc to applicatons
on our "Ka asaki" ATV page.

K W S KI BRUTE FORCE 750 4x4 (05-07) Does the Brute 750 need a diferent secondary clutch 
springV
nur kits for older Prairie models do usually include a ne  secondary spring, ho ever, on the 750 
Brute Force model there is a totally different spring in the rear clutch from the factory. nur testng 
sho ed the ne  secondary spring to  ork satsfactory for most common trail applicatons and mid 
sized trail/mud tres up to 28",and all adjustments could be made in the primary clutch.

It has been noted that Dalton recommends using the stock fy eights on most of the common 
PRAIRIE applicatons. Ho ever,t a BRUTE FnRCE 750 is NnT a PRAIRIE. It has different hp ratng, 
different camshaf tming, different compression rato, etct and the engine has different 
requirements. nur testng has demonstrated that it is a distnctly different model than 650 / 700 
Prairies. In contrast, the custom fy eights for this applicaton are a key ingredient in our kit.

Note: There are other optonal primary and secondary springs available on the "components & tools 
" page

C N  M OUTL NDER MODELS General
There is a ton of info already on our Can Am page if you read it carefully. Some models require 
springs only, and that is because testng has proven the stock fy eights satsfactory for the 
applicatons listed there. nn other models Fly eights or more complete re-calibraton is required. If 
 e list a more complete re-calibraton it is because there  ere ADVERSE effects from using springs 
alone, of  hich may include :

 loss of speed, increase in belt temperature or slippage in certain belt ratos, etc.

800 OUTL NDER/RENEG DE Does the installaton of the clutch kit hurt top speedV
No, not normally  hen set up according to instructons specifcally to your tre size. That is not 
saying that in some cases the ATV  ill not be slo er  ith larger tres. Most people are not really 



prepared for the amount of losses in acceleraton and speed from adding heavier tres, but it is the 
tres that lose the speed and acceleraton. The clutch kit helps recover the losses.

C N  M 650 OUTL NDER Should I consider using the optonal Yellow/Black secondary spring for my 
650 OutlanderV
The regular DBn650 kit has some adjustability for tre size recalibraton and  orks best as it is for all 
around trail use  ith most stock to 28" tre applicatons .Set it up as the instructons state for your 
specifc tres.

If you  ere using 28-30" tres and do a fair bit of mudding ,and you already have the DBn650 clutch 
kit, you could add the optonal yello /black secondary spring  Part# DPSS-Y/B) and then add the 
aluminum rivets from your DBn650 kit to go along  ith that and you  ould have an even beter set 
up for mudding  ith those larger tres. A slight loss of efciency for top speed may be there,but only 
slight  1-2 mph).

This  ould leave you  ith a more mud specifc kit... that may be a bit more "revy" on trail cruising on
hardpack... possibly costng you a slight bit of fuel efciency for road/hardpack trail cruising  ith trail
type tres.

C N  M 800 XMR MODEL Can we use the DBO800M kit on this model that comes with extreme tres 
from the factoryV
Yes, this kit  ill offer a beter performance and belt grip on this model. For fy eight set up, use the 
guidelines in the DBn 800M instructon manual for the Renegade version, as this XMR has different 
components than other nutlander versions.

C N  M 800 XMR MODEL Can I stll slip the belt on my XMRV
You can. The extreme class of mud tres that come on a XMR are a very aggressive tre,and very large
diameter. Proper clutch calibraton  ill defnitely help,but read the follo ing carefully.

Some people  ho have gone though the paces, and added these extreme mud tres to older 
nutlander versions have learned the hard  ay a fe  of the facts of running these big tres. These 
large diameter tres put the fnal drive rato very high, that means your belt/pulley system is  orking 
harder . This is like startng off in a higher gear. Can am supplied this big tre XMR version from the 
factory,but unfortunately did not give very good instructons for use. When travelling at lo  speeds 
it is critcal that you use lo  range. If you travel at lo  speeds in high range on this large tre 
version,the belt stays do n in the small part of the primary motor clutch  here there is litle 
gripping surface,and the CVT system cannot shif do n any lo er to the proper belt rato for these 
tres for lo  speed. The result is very high belt temperatures that  ill contribute to the later 
delaminaton of the belt.

Using lo  range effectvely and proper clutch calibraton to optmize that,  ill defnitely help. It gets 
the belt in the correct rato on the pulleys . When the belt is in the correct rato there is less chance 
of slippage. Even  ith a clutch kit, it is very important that you get in lo  range  ell before you need
it,and any tme you are travelling at lo  speed.

C N  M 1000  TV MODELS Will the same clutch kit ft the  TV 1000 and the Commander 1000 unitV
No, the Commander 1000 uses compression spring on the secondary of the 2011,2012 models, the 
ATV models of the 1000 all use torsion secondary. This , along  ith dry  eight, gearing, etc means 
different fy eight calibratons in the front clutch, etc.



C N  M 1000  TV MODELS I have some primary springs and parts from the 650/800 cc models. Will 
they ftV
Yes, they  ill ft. You should, ho ever, be a are that the effects on engagement  ill be very 
different. For example, the popular Dalton Grreen/Yello  primary spring engages higher than stock 
on a 800 nutlander. This same spring engages lo er than stock on a 1000. Although the models 
seem similar, there are many differences in stock clutch calibraton and the type of po er delivery 
on the 1000cc unit in comparison to the 800 models. The fy eight curvatures and required locaton 
of mass is also different.

C N  M 1000  TV MODELS I have the DBO1000R clutch kit on my 1000 Can  m  TV- should I add the 
optonal Black /Violet secondary spring (DPSS-B/V) that is for extreme mud tresV
This is a good queston and one that  e get a lot of. We have done a lot of testng  ith that 
applicaton. There are some good questons regarding the use of the optonal Black /violet secondary
spring to the DBn100R clutch kit. 

This spring is designed, as you kno  for 29.5 and larger tres. It is a nice improvement  hen using 
these big tres and that is  hat it is designed for. The instructons in the DBn1000R kit sho  ho  to 
set up and  hen you should use it. Sometmes people are in queston if they should use it  ith 28's, 
and in most cases the ans er is no. Many tmes it is not required and is not "beter" to use it, in fact 
it is  orse. CVT calibraton is about balance and efciency. The stock secondary spring in this unit is a
torsional spring and it is not similar to 800cc models, etc. The supplied secondary  stock) that comes 
in the 1000 is  ell balanced to most applicatons for typical trail tres, and adjustments can be made 
for most of those by the use of the primary spring pressures and fy eight adjustments. Using this 
spring  here it is not needed thro s the system out of balance and creates negatve effects like 
revving in mid too high, creeping shif patern, poor fuel mileage... loss of speed, etc.

When you see some of our kits on our  ebsite, like the 800 Polaris Sportsman that only requires one
spring... or the Yamaha Rhino  here  e suggest only changing the secondary spring  and not rollers 
that  e stock and sell as individual items)... that is because test results sho  that balance and 
efciency are there  ith minimal parts... on the other extreme... .00 outlander, our most expensive 
kit. In this one everything is changed... great balance achieved and lots of positve results... negatve 
is the price but it is  hat it is. 
... but all of it is based on one thing, test results, balance and efciency.

C N  M 1000  TV MODELS Here are a few rules of thumb regarding the DPSS-B/V and its use as an 
additon to the DBO1000R kit 

 Probably best to forget  hat you kno  about 800 cc machines, this is not similar really, it is 
a different type of spring  torsion) and  e built and tested some other prototypes that 
"looked" similar but acted very differently.

 for 29.5 plus and mud it is a defnite plus.
 for 28 and smaller it is a defnite plus to leave the stock spring in there for most 

applicatons..
 if you s ap tres back and forth and sometmes to your stock or 26 or some 27's , etc... keep 

 ith the STnCK spring
 if you are one of those tres that are "on the bubble"... if you are on the bubble  ith respect 

to tres size consider applicaton: 
-Mostly mud as primary use... go for it 
-mostly trail rider do not use it 
- if undecided and sitng on the fence because you are on bubble for tres and stll trail a 



lot... do not use it, just set the kit up like the instructons say and keep your stock secondary 
spring. This  ill be the best set up for you. The stock secondary has more back shif and 
resistance than a stock secondary on compression 800 models.

There are ne  brands of tres . Check size and  eight. You also have to consider the real most 
common applicaton. Here are a couple examples:

Example #1 - 28 highlifer outla  radial... tested best  ith stock spring, ..but if mostly mud it  ould 
probably beneft... see #5 and consider it. 
Example #2 - 28" nutla  2's... these have a deep lug and make it a very tall aggressive tre. You are 
obviously a mudder  I  ould hope if you put these on), so you  ould beneft in mud  ith it, But, 
again, consider your most frequent applicaton. The clutch kit set up properly for 28 tres  ould be a 
much beter all around set up if you trail a lot. If so I'd defnitely stck  ith the instructons and the 
stock secondary spring,  hich is an excellent calibraton and is  ay beter than stock clutching  ith 
those tres... if  hat you primarily do is heavy mud and this is the important thing to you, then add 
it, and set it up like the instructons  ould sho  you for 29.5 tres.

POL RIS SPORTSM N 500 HO & SP 700 Which kit DBW or DP V
Both the cost effectve nature and fexibility of the DBW kits for these models are  hat make them 
by FAR the most popular of our sportsman kits. These kits can be used  ith stock or oversized tres 
and have an engagement that is not much higher than stock. The most expensive component in a 
DBW kit is the Fly eights and those fy eights are common to the DP-A kits for corresponding 
model. A DBW kit can be changed to a DP-A kit by purchasing other components individually.

nn both the DBW 500 and DBW 700, some customers prefer to remove the secondary spring that 
comes  ith the kit and use the stock one in the summer  hen they are running STOCK or LIGHTER 
25" tres and actually gain a mph or t o, then re-install our Black EBS spring in Spring and Fall  hen 
they run the big mud tres. But the most prefer the Black EBS spring to be installed all the tme.

The DPA kits for these models have a higher engagement  approx. .00rpm) and are ONLY for use 
 ith the stock or lighter 25" tres. These kits are not for everybody, but some like a higher 
engagement for racing, etc. This kit benefts most from going to very light eight aluminum  heels 
and light eight tres  not larger than 25")

At more than 100lbs heavier than ATV’s from other brands, the SPnRTSMANS fare very  ell 
considering their size and  eight and they are one of our favorites for comfort.

Y M H  660 GRIZZLY Will this kit work on an older 600 GrizzlyV
Sorry, it is not intended for that engine confguraton.

Y M H  660 GRIZZLY Why do you not ofer a kit for stock tre sizeV
The DBW 660Y kit is a re-calibraton kit for oversized tres only. It  as designed to slo  the inital 
upshif  the big tres make it geared too tall) and maintain a proper shif RPM for serious mud tres 
 26" and bigger).

When the 660 Grrizz is in stock tre form, it is fairly  ell calibrated and  e only produce kits that  e 
feel have good value for dollar spent  ith us.



When the 660 Grrizz has heavier / more aggressive 25" tres,  e have seen some hat beter lo  end 
response by simply adding our DPSS - P/PK  Plain/Pink) secondary spring. It is a fairly cost effectve 
mod that is seeming to become more popular.

Installing the DBW 660Y kit on a Grrizz  ith stock tres results a loss of top speed on this type of 
system, as  ell as poor fuel economy. As stated earlier, intended use is only for OVERSIZED TIRES.

Y M H  660 GRIZZLY Will this kit work at high alttudes like above 5000’ elevatonV
Although the kit is intended for 0 - 2000’, the same type of re-calibraton that corrects for po er loss
from oversized tres, also helps compensate for alttude po er loss. Some have reported to is that 
using our DBW 660Y at very high elevaton  ith stock tres really helps. Individual situatons may 
vary.

Y M H  660 GRIZZLY What about Big Bore Grizzly’sV
We've had a fe  reports from o ners of some 686 Grrizzly Big Bores, claiming that leaving stock 
rollers in the front clutch  orks best for them, combined  ith our Plain/Pink secondary spring part# 
DPSS - P/PK in the rear pulley  This  as  ith 26" tres). If  e have opportunity to do extensive 
testng on this applicaton ourselves,  e  ill be sure to give an update.

SUZUKI 700  ND 750 KING QU D 4X4 MODELS What are the diferences in the 700 and 750cc 
modelssand the clutch kits for eachV
The 700 and 750 King Quads are very popular and very similar. Actually the ne er 750 is advanced 
slightly in designs, but only actually a fe  CC's and a HP or t o more,and test results are very close. 
The same kit can be used on each model. The ne er DSK750C kit version has the "complete roller 
assemblies" so that you get a re-build at the same tme and quicker installaton. There is more 
descriptve detail on the Suzuki ATV page.

SUZUKI 700  ND 750 KING QU D 4X4 MODELS Is the spring provided in your DSK700 and 750 kits 
similar to stock or other afermarket springsV
The orange secondary spring  DPSS-n) in this kit  as the result of multple different prototype 
springs during our testng. All of them "looked" similar. Looks have nothing to do  ith spring design. 
Some people try to compare these secondary springs by pressure ratngs. The springs used in this 
instance are "torsion" springs, and because part of the design of our springs involves torsion, the 
pressure ratngs for comparison are irrelevant. It is stronger than stock and probably different from 
others as  ell.

SUZUKI VINSON & 03 up  RCTIC C T 500I Is the complete kit part # DS 500MT the only opton you 
have for my modelV
Not really, the DSA500MT is a complete kit for oversized tres ONLY. A big tre calibraton for these 
types of CVT systems  Variator/Roller type) like on the Suzuki’s and Yamaha’s are very case specifc 
and are not intended for use  ith stock tres.

We also offer the DPSS - P/Y  Plain/Yello ) secondary spring as an individual item. We designed this 
secondary spring  ith a bit more torsional  t istng) force built into it, as  ell as slightly more side 
pressure force. It aids in belt life and botom end response and is ofen used for  ork applicatons or
 ith heavier 25" mud tres that do not require the complete DSA 500MT kit.

SUZUKI VINSON & 03 up  RCTIC C T 500I Is the DS 500MT also for use in the older version of the 
 rctc Cat 500V
The older version Quadmaster and earlier Cat versions have the different camshafs/hp,etc. This kit 
 ill stll help recover losses from adding bigger tres,but  ith a slight loss of top speed.



The ne  DMT500C version of this kit is no  available  hich is the same kit but comes  ith ne  
plastc outer roller covers already installed.

SUZUKI VINSON & 03 up  RCTIC C T 500I Can We use the same kit for CF MOTO 500V
For import models CF Moto 500 you can ONLY use the DMT500C version, as the metal inserts are 
different sizing  hen used alone.

K W S KI PR IRIES /  RCTIC 650 4x4’s / SUZUKI TWIN PE KS How are these models diferent from 
each otherV
The PRAIRIE 650 .x., 700 .x. and TWIN PEAKS all share the same chassis. The Prairie 700 and Suzuki
TWIN PEAKS 700 .x. are essentally the same machine  ith different colors / cosmetcs. The late 
producton ’03 650 Prairies have the ne er version of clutches like the 700 models. The Arctc Cat 
650 also has these more durable ne  clutches. The ne er style front  motor) clutch can be 
identfed by the inner  fxed) sheave that is closest to the engine. This inner sheave surface  ill have
2 tapered angles, rather than the older 650 Ka asaki versions  ith only 1 straight angle. n ner 
reports have indicated that the ne er version of the secondary clutch is also more durable..

K W S KI PR IRIES /  RCTIC 650 4x4’s / SUZUKI TWIN PE KS How is the 04-06  rctc 650 V-Twin 
diferent from Kawasaki PrairieV
Many people assume that the AC650 is simply a 650 Prairie  ith independent. It does use the same 
po erplant , ho ever, there are a fe  other differences. Aside from having an independent 
suspension system, it also has a heavier base  eight, steel  heels and 26" radial tres. The BIGrGrEST 
difference is that Cat chose much taller fnal drive gearing. A 650 V-t in Cat  ill burn belts easier 
because it is not geared as lo  in lo  or high range as a Ka asaki. It has similar HP output but 
slightly lo er from a different airbox design. This is obvious from the carburetor jetng  hich is 
leaner on this model  as a result of less air fo ).

The differences are slight and depending on the operator, some greatly prefer the Arctc Cat model 
because of its comfortable ride and excellent ground clearance.

K W S KI PR IRIES /  RCTIC 650 4x4’s / SUZUKI TWIN PE KS Why are  yweights not included in 
Dalton’s kits for the PrairiesV
When  e  ere testng the V Force model, there  as a distnctve need for a different fy eight 
design to optmize performance. During testng of the Prairies,  e did not feel the same  ay. In fact 
for 90% of users on the .x. models, best results  ere achieved by using the stock fy eights and 
controlling shif paterns  ith only the use of spring ratng. We do not see any future beneft for our 
company by selling expensive items that do not offer a good - price / beneft / performance balance.

K W S KI PR IRIES /  RCTIC 650 4x4’s / SUZUKI TWIN PE KS  re there any instances when DPK 
 yweights will beneft my PrairieV
There are a couple of case specific instances  here our DPK fy eights  ill beneft a .x. model.

The follo ing set up has been purchased by some customers   ho just  anted to test) and  e have 
tried a couple of these applicatons ourselves:

 DPSS - P/PL  secondary spring from our prairie kit)
 DPPS - BL  blue primary spring)
 DPK 58  fy eights - DP)



Essentally, this is our DKA 6570MT kit, plus the fy eights. This set up  ould be quick on the botom
but lose top speed on typical .x. applicaton but it has proven to  ork  ell for the follo ing 
applicatons:

 Sled pulling competton  and make the ATV as heavy as possible)
 nversized tres at high alttude  above .000)
 Stock tres above 7000’
 Extreme mud bog competton  ith large aggressive tres.
 750 - 800cc Big Bore Kits if they use very long duraton camshafs like the kits from FnUR 

STRnKE TECH. In a .x. applicaton, the setup is different  hen used on a V - Force Big Bore 
 see "V-Force" belo ). 

 

The above clutch set up  orks  ell in these very different situatons for different reasons in 

each applicaton.

 For sled pulling it gets sled moving early before the  eight moves up on the drag, but the 
lighter tp  eight of the DPK  eights also backshif beter  hen the bike loads do n at the 
end of the pull.

 For oversized tres at elevaton the lighter DPK 58  stock are 60g  ith full tp) combined  ith 
the springs create RPM that is lost from alttude.

 In case of the FST Big Bore, the camshafs provided are of much longer duraton and higher 
RPM’s are required for peak performance.

We have provided the above informaton as a reference only. We do not intend to market specifc 
kits for any of the multtude of specifc situatons related to extreme modifcaton or racing of .x. 
models. We hope that this informaton is useful to you if you are considering such actvites. We are 
frequently asked to recommend the perfect set up for this type of situatons. Ultmately, if you 
decide to do modifcatons or the above actvites that are outside of our packaged clutch kits, you 
must make the decisions yourself and order by part# to test for your specifc applicaton. Any change
in tre size, hp, etc can change the perfect set up for your partcular situaton.

K W S KI PR IRIES /  RCTIC 650 4x4’s / SUZUKI TWIN PE KS  re DPK  yweights similar to stock or 
other  yweightsV
No. A common misconcepton is to only compare fy eights by grams. There is much more to 
fy eight constructon / functon than just grams of total mass. Things like curvature and distributon
of mass can change the shif patern and rpm of a fy eight as much as total mass.  See "ATV Clutch 
components")

 There is more info on DPK fy eights listed under V-Force questons.

KFX 700 (V-Force) How will the DK 700V kit afect the V-Forces will it help top speedV
The most common complaint  e hear from KFX 700 riders is lack of top end, compared to some 
other race quads. Even though the V-Force has a huge  eight disadvantage and it is shaf drive, etc, 
one of the biggest hold backs is gear rato.

Clutch components can improve and change the "rate of shif" during the clutching phase  untl the 
belt is to the top of its travel), but  hen the belt is at the top of its travel on its front clutch, t. it is to
the top. And although changing clutch components alone can have some effect here  top end) they 
are minimal and clutch components are mostly effectve during the clutching phase.





nne of the problems faced here is that the clutching phase is over  belt is to the top of the primary 
clutch) on a V-Force in approximately 500 - 600 f on hard pack surfaces.

The DK 700V kit  ill grip the belt beter and provide increased acceleraton on both stock or mildly 
modifed  pipes, air mods, jetng) models but gains on top end are minimal for stock models. nn 
properly piped and jeted models the clutching is more effectve all the  ay through, as most dual 
systems and 2 into 1 pipes gain approximately 5 - 8 hp on this model. Even an extra mph or 2 is 
sometmes achieved as most of these systems help the V-Force to "like" a bit higher RPM afer the 
shif out is complete and the bike starts to over rev past its normal peak hp rpm.  further gains can 
be achieved  ith the additon of our Billet overdrive clutch cover on piped applicatons)

KFX 700 (V-Force) Can I just install a primary spring by itselfV What spring is in the DK 700V kitV
nur DK 700V kit uses our Blue primary spring. The engagement or stall RPM is only approximately 
200 - 250 rpm higher than the stock spring and some is not that notceable. Some more aggressive 
riders prefer higher engagement  the bike to rev up higher before it moves) but in general most 
prefer the blue. This kit also includes a set of our DPK fy eights.

Although some customers have chosen to simply install the primary spring by itself, our testng has 
sho n much beter results  ith the additon of DPK fy eights. The DPK fy eights  ere designed 
for this applicaton and offer more inital belt clamping force than the stock 5.g full tp  eights, 
 hile stll maintaining the proper shif RPM and making beter use of the torque.

KFX 700 (V-Force) Why no secondary springV
Although,  e do have some secondary springs that  e frequently use in Prairies,  e prefer the stock
one in the V-Force. Prairie .x. models are very different from V-Force models. Different camshaf 
tming, igniton tming, drive rato, tre size, to name a fe .

KFX 700 (V-Force)  re there optonal Primary springsV
In general, most prefer the blue, as it allo s for easier maneuverability in tght trails, etc. 
Some aggressive riders, drag racers, open sand dune applicatons and racers  ith a fe  extra mods 
prefer our nrange/Blue. The nrange/Blue  see  ebsite) has a higher engagement for race 
applicatons  about . - 500 RPM above stock engagement) as  ell as a bit more shif out  1 ¼ load 
ratng) rpm.

Load Rating @2.5" @1.25"
Blue 3 155

Oraine / Blue 25 167

There are other spring choices but our testng has sho n that engagement loads  2. 5") higher than 
30 lbs not to be favorable on this model. More shif out RPM is not al ays beter. We have found 
that springs  ith a 1. 25" load ratng higher than 180lbs can actually hurt top end performance as 
the shif out phase occurs at a higher RPM than the hp peak of the engine.

 The above spring / load ratng comparisons and their effects on performance are  hen used
 ith our DPK fy eights.

KFX 700 (V-Force)  re all  yweights the sameV
No, a common misconcepton is to simply compare fy eights by grams alone.

KFX 700 (V-Force) What about more Engine Mods or Big Bore kitsV
We have done some testng on proper clutching for Big Bore kits on the V-Force.



 RCTIC C T 700 EFI 4X4  TV models The Dalton  rctc  TV page lists some of them as "Suzuki Engine 
Models"s all I know is my  TV is a  rctc Cat 700 EFI.4X4... is it Suzuki engineV
Arctc Cat is partally o ned by, and has a relatonship  ith Suzuki. There are some shared 
components on certain models. There are also some 650 and 700 engines that are also "Arctc 
Engines". The Arctc built ones are kno n as "H-1" engines and/ or "Hemi". Look at your model or 
o ners manual to confrm it is a H-1 or Arctc Hemi engine. The 650 and 700 H-1 engine most ofen
use the DA 650HC kit, and the kits for the Suzuki engine version 700 EFI models are not applicable 
and do not ft. The term "700 EFI "can be confusing, please ask your dealer if you are uncertain.

On our website you can discover more about powersports drivetrain & transmission parts.

https://www.powersportsid.com/drivetrain-transmission-parts.html

